Energy/Oil & Gas

Highlights
• Full-Service Counsel
Munck Wilson Mandala services all needs for its energy, oil, and gas clients. Offering an integrated
approach across multiple practice fields, we provide counsel that meets and exceeds business objectives.
• Steadfast Advocates
We serve as advocates to give clients a competitive advantage. Our well-rounded legal team understands
the risk management involved for our energy and oil and gas clients.

Overview
Residing in Texas, where energy, oil, and gas continues to evolve and grow, the Munck Wilson Mandala team offers extensive experience
counseling clients whether they are exploring, developing, producing, financing, marketing, or transporting these finite resources. Providing
expertise across multiple practice fields, we offer the full spectrum of services necessary for energy and oil and gas clients.

Experience
Munck Wilson Mandala combines our legal knowledge in real estate, land use, commercial, litigation, business development, mineral rights,
insurance, and more, to provide multifaceted service to clients in the energy industry. Our team is proficient with contract negotiations, land
disputes, exploration, regulatory, production, refining, storage, and more.
We have a unique practice focused on the needs of mid-sized E&P oil and gas producers in securities/finance law and securities litigation and
enforcement. We have led transactions for the negotiations and contracts for the exploration and financing of oil and gas assets and we provide
guidance on operational issues such as securities compliance, corporate finance, intellectual property protection, and workforce management.
When a client is facing securities fraud complaints or alleged violations of securities laws, our oil and gas legal team includes litigators equally
experienced with administrative and judicial proceedings. We vigorously defend clients against regulatory compliance challenges, enforcement
actions and class action lawsuits and represent our clients’ interests in administrative reviews pertaining to permitting.

Related Practices
Commercial Litigation
Construction
Real Estate & Land Use
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